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Welcome!
Thomas Toomse-Smith, FRC

Jennifer Guest, FRC

Olive Browne, PwC

Nina Schüller, Amana Consulting

Janis Steinmann, Amana Consulting



Today’s agenda
12:35pm Introduction to the ESEF requirements

Karl Magnus Westerberg, Product and marketing, CtrlPrint 

12:45pm Digital reporting for UK issuers
Thomas Toomse-Smith, Head of Innovation and Digital, FRC 
Jennifer Guest, Project Director, FRC

1:10pm Implementing ESEF
Olive Browne, ESEF Specialist, PwC



Today’s agenda, cont’d
1:35pm Challenges and solutions - ESEF survey results

Karl Magnus Westerberg, Product and marketing, CtrlPrint

1:50pm How to find and use example reports  
– the Amana XBRL Dashboard
Janis Steinmann, Lead Architect XBRL Solutions, Amana Consulting

2:00pm Best practice ESEF mapping
Nina Schüller,  XBRL Consultant, Amana Consulting



Today’s agenda, cont’d
2:15pm How to reuse the ESEF tags for the UKSEF

Janis Steinmann, Lead Architect XBRL Solutions, Amana Consulting

2:20pm Final remarks and questions
All participants

2:30pm Thank you and see you again



Do you have questions?
  » Ask a question in the chat 

  » Email to info@ctrlprint.net 

  » If we run out of time – answers to the remaining questions will be 
posted on our blog at ctrlprint.net

  » The presentation and recording will also be shared on ctrlprint.net



About CtrlPrint
  » 850 clients in the Nordics, UK, EU & APAC

  » Annual, sustainability and interim reports - InDesign

  » Accounting, Legal, Sustainability & Investor Relations users

  » ISO 27001:2013 - Information Security Management

  » ISAE 3402 Type I/II - Service Organization Controls report



Bolt-on ESEF solution 
partnering with AMANA. 
Documents, PDFs and ESEF are 
version handled and encrypted.  
Content owners edit and 
tag on their computer. No 
implementation project.

Typical workgroup: 
3-10 users internally  
Designers, production 
managers, copy writers



Introduction to  
the ESEF requirements



European Single Electronic Format
  » Issuers with securities traded on a regulated market within the EU

  » In effect from January 1, 2021

  » Affects the first Annual Report after this date

  » Auditing requirements differ among countries - ongoing discussions

  » XHTML with iXBRL 



1 What does ESEF mean for your company
2 How does the ESEF taxonomy work
3 Mapping the accounts to the taxonomy
4 How many extensions do you need?  
5 Tagging the main accounts
6 Taxonomy extensions
7 Anchoring the extensions
8 Review, validate and export
9 Submitting your ESEF report

European Single Electronic Format
Suggested process from ESMA



Tagging the main financial statements 
  » Mapping: Translating the statements to XBRL

  » Mandatory tagging
◊ Consolidated income statement, other comprehensive 

income, balance sheet, cash flow statement and changes 
in equity

◊ Ten additional tags, for example company residence, legal 
identification, address to main office (as text blocks)



Extensions and anchoring
  » Extensions - reporting entity specific tags
◊ If the standard taxonomy is misleading

  » Anchoring - linking the entity specific tags to the standard taxonomy
◊ A good understanding of the entity’s disclosures  

to choose the appropriate anchors
◊ ESEF is the first implementation of this XBRL feature



Digital reporting 
for UK issuers
Thomas Toomse-Smith, Head of Innovation and Digital, FRC 
Jennifer Guest, Project Director, FRC
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Digital reporting in the UK
Thoughts and perspectives



March 2021

Agenda
1) Where we are going? - Digitisation and ESEF in context
2) Where we are now? - Thoughts from early fillings
3) Getting ready, UK taxonomy architecture
4) Getting ready, Resources available
5) Questions
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Where are we 
going?
Digital in the UK
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The themes driving 
change

 Data, data, data
 ESG
 Stakeholders
 AI/RPA/Cloud
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Impact the future reporting ecosystem

Preparer

New systems, 
new processes 
and new data 
sources
New ways to 
create estimates 
and monitor the 
outcomes
New Regulatory 
requirements

Distribution

Competition for 
relevance
Need for 
interoperability 
and data sharing

Consumption

New formats
AI as the main 
audience
New data sets 
and new 
requirements

Regulators

New structures 
alter the 
dynamics of 
regulation
New business 
models create 
risks 
New ways to 
operate
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Where now?
Digital in the UK
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UKSEF is the first building block…..

Usability

Relevance

Quality Start Here
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But needs a strong foundation

Quality should be the key driver and focus:

• Understand the requirements
• You should treat this with the same level of importance 

you would your traditional annual report
• Review the file both visually and via the reader
• Think about the user
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Getting ready
Digital in the UK
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Understanding the architecture 

XHTML

ESEF

UKSEF
SECR NSM

FRC FCA

CoHouse
XBRL
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Resources

https://www.frc.org.uk/accountants/accounting-and-
reporting-policy/xbrl-frc-taxonomies

https://www.fca.org.uk/markets/esef

https://www.frc.org.uk/accountants/accounting-and-reporting-policy/xbrl-frc-taxonomies
https://www.fca.org.uk/markets/esef
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Let us know your thoughts on UKSEF

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=VIaMCFoag0
2RFJZnExct18OwMgrXLuZHnbbt3497o_pUQTdMOVhRU0JCUDhRU
01UUTQ2ODBDRVVEVi4u

As part of the Financial Reporting Lab's work on digital 
reporting, we want to understand the impacts and 
progress towards digital reporting for companies with 
securities on a regulated market in the UK.

https://www.frc.org.uk/sign-up

Get updates from the FRC on taxonomy changes and an 
opportunity to respond to consultations.

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=VIaMCFoag02RFJZnExct18OwMgrXLuZHnbbt3497o_pUQTdMOVhRU0JCUDhRU01UUTQ2ODBDRVVEVi4u
https://www.frc.org.uk/sign-up


Implementing ESEF
Olive Browne, ESEF Specialist, PwC



Implementing ESEF

Olive Browne
June 2021
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Implementing ESEF
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Determining scopeWhat is the 
European Single 
Electronic Format 
(ESEF)?

Practical 
implementation steps
• Become familiar 

with the ESEF 
rules and 
guidance

• Prepare a 
mapping report

• Select software 
and suppliers

• Do a dry run

What else – related 
to ESEF – should be 
on our radar? 

1 2 3 4
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What is the European single electronic format?
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• The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) 
sets the rules

• For the UK, see DTR 4.1.14 in the FCA Handbook
• Listed companies shall prepare the annual report in 

XHTML and apply XBRL tags to IFRS consolidated data 
in the primary financial statements

• Tags are drawn from the applicable ESEF taxonomy, 
which is based on the IASB’s IFRS taxonomy

• Unique disclosures need custom tags and anchors
• There is the prospect of an assurance mandate
• ESEF is required in the UK for reporting periods 

beginning on or after 1 January 2021

ESEF is a new technical format for annual reports of companies 
listed on UK, EU and EEA regulated markets

XHTML iXBRLXBRL
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Determining
scope

4
June 2021

Does the company have an equity or debt listing on a 
securities market that is regulated by the UK, the EU or 

the EEA? 

Is the annual financial report of the 
listed entity prepared in accordance with 

the Transparency Directive? 

Are there consolidated 
IFRS disclosures in the 

primary financial 
statements? 

Yes

PwC
Implementing ESEF

Yes

XHTML

iXBRL
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Practical implementation steps
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PwC
Implementing ESEF



1 Become familiar with the 
ESEF rules and guidance
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Become familiar with the broad ESEF rules and guidance

7
June 2021

• ESMA’s European Single Electronic Format webpage, 
including the tutorials

• Commission delegated regulation published in the Official 
Journal of the EU 
29 May 2019

• European commission memo: Frequently asked 
questions on the European Single Electronic Format
29 May 2019

• ESMA Final report on the [draft] RTS… ...as regards the 
2021 update of the taxonomy 
25 May 2021 

• ESEF reporting manual
9 July 2020

• ‘Anchoring demystified’ webinar on XBRL Europe’s 
ESEF Digital Financial Reporting hub

     1 March 2019
• XBRL International: Using the ESEF rules for 

anchoring extensions (The anchoring decision tree is in 
Appendix B)
25 May 2021

PwC
Implementing ESEF

https://www.esma.europa.eu/policy-activities/corporate-disclosure/european-single-electronic-format
https://www.esma.europa.eu/policy-activities/corporate-disclosure/european-single-electronic-format
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0815&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0815&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/190529-faq-rts-esfs_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/190529-faq-rts-esfs_en
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma32-60-727_final_report_draft_rts_amending_rts_on_esef_2021.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma32-60-727_final_report_draft_rts_amending_rts_on_esef_2021.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma32-60-254_esef_reporting_manual.pdf.pdf
https://www.xbrleurope.org/?page_id=1813
https://www.xbrleurope.org/?page_id=1813
https://www.xbrl.org/guidance/esef-rules-anchoring-extensions/
https://www.xbrl.org/guidance/esef-rules-anchoring-extensions/
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Become familiar with the UK rules and guidance 
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The FCA’s European Single Electronic Format webpage

FCA Handbook:
DTR 6.2.2 “An issuer or person that discloses regulated information must, at the same time, 
file that information with the FCA” 
DTR 4.1.14 “The annual financial report must be prepared using the single electronic 
reporting format specified in the TD ESEF Regulation as amended from time to time.” 

BEIS: The UK government’s position on the effect of the ESEF Regulation on 
the directors’ sign-off of accounts of UK-incorporated issuers 

The FRC's Revised Ethical Standard 2019 permits reporting on ESEF tagging 
for PIEs [See Section 5B, clause 5.4] 

Note:
• BEIS does not require assurance 

on the ESEF tagging
• ESMA's ESEF implementation was 

listed in the ‘recent projects 
relevant to review’ section of the 
Brydon Report [See Appendix 5]

https://www.fca.org.uk/markets/esef
https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/DTR/6/2.html
https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/DTR/4/1.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/european-single-electronic-format-esef-regulation-requirements-the-governments-position/the-uk-governments-position-on-the-effect-of-the-esef-regulation-on-the-directors-sign-off-of-accounts-of-uk-incorporated-users
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/european-single-electronic-format-esef-regulation-requirements-the-governments-position/the-uk-governments-position-on-the-effect-of-the-esef-regulation-on-the-directors-sign-off-of-accounts-of-uk-incorporated-users
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/601c8b09-2c0a-4a6c-8080-30f63e50b4a2/Revised-Ethical-Standard-2019-With-Covers.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/852960/brydon-review-final-report.pdf
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Become familiar with the Assurance-related guidance 
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Broad UK
• European commission

Commission Interpretative Communication
10 November 2020

• European commission 
Memo: Frequently asked questions on the European 
Single Electronic Format 
29 May 2019

• CEAOB
Guidelines on auditors’ involvement on financial 
statements in ESEF
28 Nov 2019

• Accountancy Europe
Independent assurance on the European single 
electronic format
19 Dec 2019

• Brydon
Report of the independent review into the quality and 
effectiveness of audit [See Appendix 5] 
9 Dec 2019

• FRC 
Revised Ethical Standard 2019
17 Dec 2019
[lists ‘Reporting on iXBRL tagging in accordance with 
ESEF’ as a service excluded from the 70% fee cap 
when required by law or regulation]

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020XC1110(01)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/190529-faq-rts-esfs_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/190529-faq-rts-esfs_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/191128-ceaob-guidelines-auditors-involvement-financial-statements_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/191128-ceaob-guidelines-auditors-involvement-financial-statements_en
https://www.accountancyeurope.eu/publications/considerations-for-independent-assurance-on-the-european-single-electronic-format/
https://www.accountancyeurope.eu/publications/considerations-for-independent-assurance-on-the-european-single-electronic-format/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/852960/brydon-review-final-report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/852960/brydon-review-final-report.pdf
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/601c8b09-2c0a-4a6c-8080-30f63e50b4a2/Revised-Ethical-Standard-2019-With-Covers.pdf


2 Prepare a mapping report
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Map your financial statements to the ESEF taxonomy
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Use the 2020 financial statements as your starting point
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Prepare a mapping report
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IFRS balance sheet

Extension
(and anchoring)

ESEF taxonomy

Assets

£ million Note 12/31/2020 12/31/2019

A. Non-current assets

I. Goodwill [14] 1,400,659 1,322,208

II. Other intangible assets [15] 360,000 278,000

III. Property, plant and equipment, and 
investment property

[16] 858,930 720,780

IV. Investments accounted for using 
the equity method

[17] 154,900 154,900

V. Non-current financial assets [18] 27,000 27,000

VI. Other receivables [19] 159,443 159,443

VII. Deferred tax asses [20] 56,200 56,200

B. Current assets

I. Inventories [21] 344,999 469,887
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Create necessary custom tags to extend the taxonomy
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Understand when to create extension tags and how to anchor them

Extension taxonomy
Custom tags must be 
submitted in an associated 
extension taxonomy

Anchoring
Use the anchoring rules to 
connect each extension tag 
to the core taxonomy

Extension tags 
Create a new tag for each 
unique entity-specific 
disclosure

Core taxonomy
Choose the tag from the core 
taxonomy that best conveys 
the accounting meaning

Entity-specific extensions
• First, map your data to tags from the 

ESEF taxonomy, taking into 
consideration both the taxonomy 
structure and the presentation of the 
financial statements

• Only create an extension tag if the use 
of a predefined tag would 
be misleading

• You must anchor extensions to the core 
tags that are closest in wider 
accounting meaning

• Use the decision tree to work out when 
to anchor to narrower tags
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Use the decision tree when anchoring
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• Helps you to find appropriate 
anchors in the taxonomy for your 
extension tags

• Systematic approach
• Reduces errors
• Easy to understand
• Improves comparability for users 

of the data
• See XBRL International: Using 

the ESEF rules for 
anchoring extensions - the 
decision tree is in Appendix B Yes

Yes

No
 NoNo

No

Yes

Entity-specific extension element

Does the extension element correspond to a 
subtotal in the same primary statement? Reporting 
Manual G1.4.1

Does this extension element combine two or more 
existing ESEF core taxonomy elements? 
Reporting Manual G1.4.2

Are any of these existing ESEF core taxonomy 
elements deemed to be reasonably insignificant 
in value? Reporting Manual G1.4.2

You MUST anchor the extension taxonomy element 
to each of the identified significant narrower 
elements selected from the ESEF core taxonomy

END

Does the extension element encompass any other 
ESEF taxonomy elements which have a narrower 
accounting meaning and/or scope? 
RTS, Annex IV 9 b)

You MAY anchor the extension taxonomy element to 
each of the identified narrower elements 
selected from the ESEF core taxonomy

You MUST anchor the extension taxonomy element to 
each of the identified narrower elements 
selected from the ESEF taxonomy

You MUST anchor the new extension taxonomy element 
to the core taxonomy element(s) having the
closest wider accounting meaning and/or scope to it

Yes

https://www.xbrl.org/guidance/esef-rules-anchoring-extensions/
https://www.xbrl.org/guidance/esef-rules-anchoring-extensions/
https://www.xbrl.org/guidance/esef-rules-anchoring-extensions/


3 Select software 
and suppliers
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Implementing ESEF
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Take your strategy into account when making this decision. 

Functionality • Leverage existing disclosure management software 
(‘Built-in system’) or procure a ‘standalone’ tagging 
tool (‘Bolt-on solution’)

• Can be integrated with existing process and
allocation of responsibilities

• Check the service level agreements for iXBRL support.

• The finalised annual report is sent to a managed 
tagging service vendor (‘Outsourced solution’) 

• The vendor converts the file into XHTML format, 
chooses and applies the XBRL tags and creates 
necessary extension tags and anchors

• The traditional annual report preparation process 
is unchanged.

In-house Outsourcing

Factors to 
consider

• Tagging complex disclosures unambiguously requires accounting judgement and a deep understanding of both 
financial statements and XBRL. Proportionately, that extra effort could be in the region of 20-30% depending 
on complexity

• In all cases, the preparer must review the tags and determine that those selected are appropriate.
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ESEF solution choices
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Advantages
• Optimal integration with existing process

• Mapping can be rolled forward from one year to the next 
for disclosures that are unchanged

• Skills are developed and retained internally.

Apply tags in your disclosure 
management software
Your ERP software may support ESEF as an additional output 
format. Disclosure management software supports the 
production of annual reports, using imports from other 
software systems to automatically populate tables and text. In 
addition, the software can check balances and offer workflow 
and design functionality. 

Built-in system

Use standalone tagging software to apply tags
Instead of changing the current system completely, an XBRL 
tagging tool can be used to apply tags once the annual report 
has been prepared using the traditional process. 

Bolt-on solution

Engage a third-party to apply tags
Provide the annual report to a managed tagging service 
provider to produce the XHTML file with XBRL tags. This 
happens at the end of the current annual report process. 

Outsourcing

Advantages
• Applying tags in-house reduces the risk of confidential 

financial data being leaked prematurely

• Some tagging tools support the roll forward of tags from 
one year to the next, reducing the workload in 
subsequent years

• Skills are developed and retained internally.

Advantages
• Reduces the demand on internal resources

• Preparing the annual report is the primary focus

• Quality can be higher because there are two levels of 
review (both external and internal).

Disadvantages
• The first year of implementing a disclosure management 

system takes more effort and resources than subsequent 
years (also than bolt-on solutions or outsourcing). 

Disadvantages
• Incorporating changes to the final file at short notice isn’t 

easy and may not be possible

• Roll forward is less effective than in a built-in system.

Disadvantages
• Choosing the most appropriate tags requires a deep 

knowledge of the financial information and benefits from 
the input of the preparer

• The preparer must review the tagging choices and work 
with the vendor to implement necessary amendments.
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Choosing software
What to consider when making your decision
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Integration with your current 
software environment

Vendor’s commitment to provide 
frequent software updates and 
improvements
• Taxonomy support
• Validations
• Bug fixes

User-friendly tagging functionality 
that supports the creation and 
anchoring of extensions

Output quality
• Support for mandatory validations 

and quality checks
• Consistency
• Layout

Auto-tagging/
Roll-forward functionality 
(Machine-learning/AI)

Budget and resources
Licence fees, headcount, etc.



4 Do a dry run
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Lessons learned
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Do a dry run on 
the prior year’s 
annual report 

Year end 
timetabling 
is key 

Not all errors are 
created equal, 
but they all have 
to be looked at 

Rendering the 
human-readable 
document 
needs care 

All the attributes 
of a tag are 
important 

Test gateways 
would be a 
big help 

Bank the 
learnings and 
improvements

PwC

https://pwc.blogs.com/corporatereporting/2021/03/esef-lessons-learned-from-the-first-filings.html
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What else related to ESEF should be on our radar?
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FRC: 
Environmental, 
social and 
governance 
disclosures; 
the Streamlined 
Energy & 
Carbon 
Reporting 
(SECR) 
Taxonomy
 

Proposed  
Corporate 
sustainability 
reporting 
directive

Proposed  
European single 
access point 
(ESAP)

PwC

https://www.frc.org.uk/news/december-2019-(1)/the-streamlined-energy-carbon-reporting-(secr)-tax
https://www.frc.org.uk/news/december-2019-(1)/the-streamlined-energy-carbon-reporting-(secr)-tax
https://www.frc.org.uk/news/december-2019-(1)/the-streamlined-energy-carbon-reporting-(secr)-tax
https://www.frc.org.uk/news/december-2019-(1)/the-streamlined-energy-carbon-reporting-(secr)-tax
https://www.frc.org.uk/news/december-2019-(1)/the-streamlined-energy-carbon-reporting-(secr)-tax
https://www.frc.org.uk/news/december-2019-(1)/the-streamlined-energy-carbon-reporting-(secr)-tax
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/210421-sustainable-finance-communication_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/210421-sustainable-finance-communication_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/210421-sustainable-finance-communication_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/210421-sustainable-finance-communication_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/consultations/finance-2021-european-single-access-point_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/consultations/finance-2021-european-single-access-point_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/consultations/finance-2021-european-single-access-point_en
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Further considerations
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https://www.pwc.co.uk/esef

‘What are our options for 
devising a process to address 
the new requirement?’

‘What does this mean for the 
controls around our year-end 
annual report process?’

‘Which iXBRL tags should 
we select for our 
unusual disclosures?’

‘How will we get our 
tagging right?’

‘Who should lead this project in 
our organisation?’

‘Who do I speak to?’

‘How do these ESEF rules differ 
from the HMRC mandate?’

‘How can I learn about the new 
rules and requirements?’

PwC

https://www.pwc.co.uk/esef
https://www.pwc.co.uk/esef
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Digitalisation of public corporate financial information
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Digitise information

Digitalise processes

Digitally transform 
business and strategy

‘ESEF is only the first step in the digitalisation of public corporate financial information.’ 
Source: European Commission Memo: Frequently asked questions on ESEF
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Contact
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Olive Browne

Capital Markets and Accounting 
Advisory Services
T: +44 7715 034895
E: olive.browne@pwc.com

PwC
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Thank you

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific 
professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, 
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information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.

© 2021 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. ‘PwC’ refers to the UK member firm, and may sometimes refer to the PwC network. Each member firm is a separate legal entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure 
for further details.
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ESEF 2020  
- challenges and solutions



Background
  » Amana’s XBRL Tagger: more than 500 companies within the EU

  » 180 of CtrlPrint’s clients worked with ESEF to various extents 

  » Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Slovenia did not postpone



What can we learn from the first year?
  » Survey together with Amana

  » What challenges did you face? 

  » How did you solve it?

  » What’s your best advice to someone that hasn’t started?



Results
  » 173 responses

  » 16 countries 

  » 106 responses filed the ESEF report (mandatory and/or voluntarily)

  » 57 responses filed non-postponement countries



Top 5 challenges, all respondents
Challenge # of responses

Trusting that the chosen tags are the correct ones 81

Understanding why there was sometimes a minus 
in the PDF but not in the ESEF report

79

Reviewing the reports  
(technical validations, PDF and XHTML are the same)

71

A lack of example reports to have learned from 67

Finding information and understanding the ESEF requirements 65



Let’s learn from the ones that filed

Country Postponed Responses
Germany No 50
Slovenia, Czech Republic, Austria No 7

Finland Yes 28
France Yes 9
Bulgaria, Italiy, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Poland, Spain, Sweden, UK Yes 12



Challenges - not postponed

Understanding why there was sometimes a minus in the PDF but 
not in the ESEF report

33

Reviewing the reports  
(technical validations, same content in PDF and XHTML)

32

Handling last-minute changes to all different versions  
(PDF, XBRL and XHTML version)

27

Finding information and understanding the ESEF requirements 22
Trusting that the chosen tags are the correct ones 22
Handling questions from auditors 22
A lack of example reports to have learned from 22

(57 responses)



Summary of the differences
Not postponed
Sign/SignLogic; Review; Last minute changes

Postponed, but filed

Mapping; Review; Understanding ESEF

Not filed

Mapping; Sign/SignLogic; Examples; Understanding ESEF



Average number of challenges
  » Not postponed:       3,7

  » Postponed, but filed:      3,0

  » Not filed:         3,2



Solutions and good advice
New demands, formats and tools Start early, initial mapping when you plan for the annual 

report. Review the XHTML early.

Mapping, extensions Discuss with auditors, internally and industry peers. 
Get external help from consultants.  
It’s important to understand your disclosures in detail.

Last minute changes Make sure that you know yourself how to handle them.  
There is a lack of external resources.

Reviewing (XBRL, XHTML and PDF) 
and validations

Keep track of the versions and use your consultants and 
solution providers.



What about Sign/SignLogic?
  » How XBRL handles minuses and balance (debit/credit)

  » Is confusing initially, but there is a logic

  » Only two SignLogic settings are needed (AsReported/Reverse)

  » The Excel mapping report is the best tool at the moment

  » We’ll post new videos



Statement 
of financial 
position

Statement of 
comprehensive 
income, profit or 
loss

Statement of 
cash flows

Debit balance Assets Expense Cash inflows

Credit balance Equity 
Liabilities

Income Cash outflows

Using the IFRS Taxonomy - a preparer’s guide

Section 5 — Reporting negative values for IFRS 
Taxonomy elements  
Page 46



How to find and use  
example reports  
- the Amana XBRL Dashboard

Janis Steinmann, Lead Architect XBRL Solutions, Amana Consulting



Best practice ESEF mapping 
with the Amana XBRL tagger
Nina Schüller,  XBRL Consultant, Amana Consulting



How to reuse the  
ESEF tags for UKSEF
Janis Steinmann, Lead Architect XBRL Solutions, Amana Consulting



Final remarks  
and questions



Many thanks for your interest!
  » The presentation and recording will be shared on ctrlprint.net

  » You can also reach us at sales@ctrlprint.net

  » Watch out for our coming webinars about ESEF



Summing up
  » Evaluate and choose solution
◊ Collaboration and workflow
◊ Information security
◊ Training and support

  » Start now (if fiscal year=calendar year)

  » Use Virginia’s method 



Many thanks for  
attending and good luck!
You find us at ctrlprint.net

Karl Magnus Westerberg | sales@ctrlprint.net



Example of 
an interim 
report in  
InDesign

InDesign is the market 
leading tools for editing 
and typesetting for PDFs 
and for printed material.



Some advantages of using us
  » Divide responsibility internally - utilise external expertise

  » No sending of the document - encrypted cloud storage

  » Track changes between versions

  » Get going quickly - no implementation

  » Fantastic visuals and ESEF reporting in the same document



Documents, PDFs and 
mapping handled by 
the cloud. Content 
owners edit locally on 
their machine.

Normal workgroup: 
3-6 users internally,  
1 designer and  
1 translator



Rapporten delas 
upp i avsnitt

Kort om företaget

Affärsområden

Hållbarhet

Förvaltningsberättelse

Räkenskaper

Noter

Bolagsstyrning

Aktien och översikt

Last year’s report is rolled 
forward 1 period and are 
added to the server in 
chapters for convenient 
content separation

Example  
annual  
report

About the company

Areas of business

Sustainability

Management report

Financials

Notes

Corporate governance

Share overview



The Securities Markets Act, Ch.16
§1: Issuers with tradable securites listed on regulated 

markets within the EU
§3: Some limitations for listed bonds 
§4: Annual report is to be published as soon as possible, at 

the latest on April 30. Audited by the issuer’s auditors.
§4a: In a format compatible with ESEF



Taxonomy
  » From Greek: “taxis” - order and “nomi” - use or rule

  » The science of classification

A taxonomy in XBRL contains classifications and definitions 
of all terms and formats that are used in reporting



Taxonomy
of a red fox

Domain: 
Eukaryota

Order: 
Carnivora

Phylum: 
Chordata

Genus: 
Vulpes

Kingdom: 
Animalia

Family: 
Canidae

Class: 
Mammalia

Species: 
Vulpes

Red fox



March 2017

The IFRS Taxonomy™ IllustratedIFRS Taxonomy 2017
A view of the IFRS Taxonomy 2017 (organised by financial statements)

Taxonomy
for IFRS in XBRL



ESEF
An iXBRL-tagged 
XHTML-report 
from CtrlPrint



How does ESEF affect your work? 
  » Two types of content in a report
◊ Text and numbers
◊ XBRL tags

  » Tags must be examined and anchors discussed
◊ Internally
◊ Audited



Version  
handling
Two flows of contents



Our solution for ESEF



Our thought process 
Everything we do is about delivering support in the process of 
producing financial communication - including sustainability 
information - for organisations who have that need 

  » Control of content -  the right person for the task at hand

  » Collaboration with internal and external stakeholders



Hypothesis surrounding ESEF
  » Retain as much of their current process as possible

  » Continue to publish designed and typeset annual reports in PDF

  » Adhere to ESEF regulations.



It’s a simple principle PDF
For print and 
publishing 
online

ESEF
XHTML is combined with 
iXBRL tags. Tagging in a 
discrete module.

InDesign
The document 
is the data 
source. Stored 
on CtrlPrint and 
edited locally.



Documents, PDFs and 
mapping are stored 
in the cloud. Edited 
locally on the content 
owners machine.

Normal workgroup:
3 to 6 users internally, 
1 designer and  
1 translator



Output from CtrlPrint 
  » A designed PDF

  » A designed ESEF version

  » Entity specific taxonomy
◊ Extensions and anchors
◊ Validation in accordance with ESEF and XBRL



General process support
  » Distribute tasks according to content and expertise
◊ Internally and externally (project managers, designers, translators, 

copy writers) 

  » No manually sending documents - encrypted cloud storage

  » Minimise bottlenecks, lead times and risk of human error

  » Track changes between versions



1 What does ESEF mean for your company
2 How does the ESEF taxonomy work
3 Mapping the accounts to the taxonomy
4 How many extensions do you need?  
5 Tagging the main accounts
6 Taxonomy extensions
7 Anchoring the extensions
8 Review, validate and export
9 Submitting your ESEF report

CtrlPrint  
ESEF}

Process support for ESEF



Tagging
  » Start mapping/tagging when you want - figures do not 
have to be finalised

  » Version handling of tagging

  » Apply tagging to other language versions and next year’s 
report



Tagger functionality
  » Autotagger gives suggestions for tagging

  » Search function - filter taxonomy on XBRL attributes

  » Autosave, copy/paste, undo and redo tagging

  » Accounting standards are available in the tagger

  » Export validation report to Excel



Review content as and when
  » Changes in text and figures are marked up
◊ User, date and time for the change and version
◊ Deleted text is saved as a PDF note

  » All versions of your mapping in Excel format
◊ Automatically saved when you save to the server
◊ User, date and time for every tag



Information security
  » Encrypted at rest and during transmission (256-bit, TLS 1.2)

  » ISO 27001:2013 Information Security Management
◊ A framework governing IT systems, processes and staff of CtrlPrint
◊ Reviewed annually, re-audited every 3 years

  » ISAE 3402 Type I/II - service organisation controls



How quickly can we get started?
  » Most components are “standard”
◊ InDesign/InCopy
◊ Excel

  » No implementation project
◊ If you already have InDesign, a couple minor installations and 

some training
◊ CtrlPrint is not a database solution



Support and training
  » Instructional videos and manuals

  » Q&A

  » Free training courses



Business model
  » Report package - pay as you go

  » No implementation project - installation only

  » Fixed rate includes client services and training



The Autumn Dry Runs  
and the last Mile



ESEF dry runs Nov/Dec 2019
  » 30 Client companies participated

  » Auditors/accountants and controllers

  » Theoretical and practical mapping/tagging

  » PwC informed surrounding ESEF and XBRL



Lessons Learned
  » Not so difficult once you engage with XBRL and ESEF
◊ A couple days yields a lot of progress
◊ When should I stop searching and add an extension?

  » Autotag the English version to being with
◊ ESMAs translation does produce a quality tagging

  » Changes in capital is most difficult table



The last kilometre
  » Don’t hesitate to book a demo if you want more details

  » Our solution will be released in week 18 (Last week of April 2020)

  » We will be offering workshops
◊ Several opportunities both before and after summer
◊ We will run an updated version of the dry run, PwC will 

attend and do training as they did in our previous session



More about ESEF: 
On our website
https://web.ctrlprint.net/esef/

Figures and Words: 
Best practices in producing financial and  
sustainability reports
https://www.siffrorochord.se/



Thank you for your time and attention! 
Questions? 

Azhar Zaman
070-530 7288
azhar.zaman@ctrlprint.net



Documents, PDFs 
and ESEF are version 
handled and encrypted 
in the cloud. Content 
owners edit on their 
machine.

Typical workgroup: 
3-6 users internally  
1 designer and  
1 translator




